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Abstract. Near field communication (NFC) payments are into play for many years now. Both
card and mobile NFC’s are widely accepted by almost all supermarkets in many countries. The
usability of NFC payments not only depends on the NFC card/mobile used but also on the payment terminal used in the supermarkets. To evaluate the usability of NFC payments, observations
and exit interviews were conducted in 6 different supermarkets in Vienna, Austria. We had a total
160 observations and 179 exit interviews. The above-mentioned data was analyzed and the results
portrayed that NFC payments suffer several usability issues. The results show that users face lack
of proper information, lack of feedback and consistency while paying with NFCs.
Keywords: NFC Payments, usability, user study.
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Introduction

NFC payments using card and mobile is replacing the traditional payment methods like
cash and credit/debit card payments in many countries [1]. NFC payments outsmart the
existing payment methods with its advantages [2] [3]. Since the user can pay (up till a
particular limit) using NFC card/mobile by just holding them against the payment terminal, it is quicker than other payment methods and prevents attacks like shoulder surfing. The amount that can be paid using NFC card/mobile differs from various country
and currency.
The acceptance of mobile payment has been studied in the literature. Some studies
[4] [5] [6] also specifically study the acceptance of NFC payments. Most of these studies [4] [5] use TAM (Technology Acceptance Model) to evaluate the acceptance of
mobile payment and NFC payment. Some studies also incorporate other psychological
dimensions like trust [6] [7], social influence [5], perceived risk [5] and cost [5]. The
acceptance of NFC payments has also been studied based on locations. [8] and [9] studies the state of NFC payments in Switzerland and Korea respectively. The above studies
conclude by projecting the acceptance NFC’s in those locations. Even though several
studies have explored the acceptance of NFC’s payments based on various dimensions,
some aspect like usability and user experience of NFC remains as an unknown side in
literature.
An NFC payment consists of 2 components: the NFC card/mobile and the payment
terminal at the supermarket. While considering the usability of NFC payments both the

card/mobile and the payment terminal should be considered together. Both the component should work appropriately to be usable to the users. Only a few studies [10] [11]
explore the usability of the NFC payment systems. The existing studies also state that
the feedback, visibility and accessibility of the NFC system should be improved. This
led us to explore further in this direction.
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Methodology

Here, we present the methodology we used to understand the usability of NFC payments in supermarkets. We conducted a user study in supermarkets to understand the
existing practice and the hassles faced by the customers while paying with NFC
card/mobile. We conducted observations and exit interviews in 6 supermarkets in Vienna for 3 hours in each supermarket. At the end of 6 days, we observed 160 customers
who paid with NFC and we also received 179 exit interviews from the customers. During observation, the customers were observed on their attention to audio feedback, their
attention to visual feedback and their familiarity with NFC payments. Despite the payment method used by the customers in the supermarket, they were asked for their interest in giving a short interview. Interested customers were questioned about the feedback
given by the payment terminal, information provided in NFC card or mobile and were
asked their reasons for using or not using NFC payments.
In exit interviews (N= 179), we had 78 (44%) male and 101 (56%) female customers
with the mean age of 41.69 (SD = 15.61). The results from observation and exit interviews are summarised in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.

Description
Perceives visual feedback
Perceives audio feedback
Perceives bill generation as feedback

Number of customers
31 (19%)
49 (31%)
66 (41%)

Table 1. Results from observations (N=160)

Description
Customers who found NFC payment
and feedback incomprehensible
Participants who perceived the visual
feedback from the payment terminal

Number of customers
5 (3%)

Participants who perceived the audio
feedback

43 (24%)

24 (13%)

Table 2. Results from exit interviews (N=179)
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Results

3.1

Visual feedback

Both the interview and observation data shows that customers were not able to
perceive the visual feedback delivered by the payment terminal. When questioned about
the visual feedback during exit interviews, most customers (155 customers) were not
able to answer the visual feedback provided by the terminal. Some customers even
wondered if the terminal will show something when they scan their card. This is clearly
because customers scan their card on top of the payment terminal screen which hides
screen thereby hiding the feedback provided the screen.
Since NFC payment is a new technology the terminals used in supermarkets were
not designed for them exclusively. Credit/debit card was added with NFC functionality
was printed with NFC symbol for users to understand that it is an NFC card. Whereas,
the terminals previously used for credit/debit card payments has been just modified to
support NFC payments. This difference led to unsuitable visual feedback for NFC payments.
3.2

Audio feedback

Compared to visual feedback, the audio feedback delivered by the payment terminal
was well perceived by the customers. 49 (31%) customers paid attention to audio feedback during observation and 43 (24%) customers recollected the audio feedback correctly during exit interview. As using NFC payment or credit/debit card does not affect
the audio feedback, it was understood by customers easily. As supermarkets can be
noisy, audio feedback cannot be unfailing all the times. Even though audio feedbacks
are reliable than visual feedbacks in terms of NFC payments, it should be aided with
appropriate visual feedback to improve the usability of the NFC payments.

3.3

Bill generation as feedback

During our observation, we noticed that customers paying with NFC also used feedback which is not from the payment terminal to know the end of the transaction. Customers while paying with NFC tend to hold their card against the payment terminal till
the bill is generated. 66 (41%) customers were observed to treat bill generation as a
feedback. Also in exit interviews, 2 customers mentioned that they identify the end of
the transaction only using the generated bill. This is because the NFC system itself does
not provide enough feedback to the customers. Using bill generation as feedback overpowers the main advantage of NFC payment. It makes customers hold their card against
the terminal longer thereby increasing the total time of the process.
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Discussion

The above results clearly state that there is a gap between the payment terminal used
and NFC payments. This gap reduces the usability of NFC payments and also suppresses its advantages. NFC payments lack proper visual feedback, inconsistency in
audio feedback and prolonged payment process because of mismatched payment terminal used in the supermarkets.
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Limitations

The results above are based on the study conducted only in Vienna, Austria. We also
observed only the terminals used in supermarkets in Vienna. This may have geographical limitations on the data and results presented in this paper. Also, different countries
using NFC payments might have other types of payment terminals installed which may
or may not overcome the above-stated shortcomings.
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Conclusion and next steps

To conclude, we conducted a user study to evaluate the usability of NFC payments
in supermarkets in Vienna. Our study results portrayed that NFC payment suffers several usability issues because of the payment terminals used in the supermarkets. The
main reason for these usability issues is using the same payment terminal used for
credit/debit card payments for NFC payments also. We propose to design or redesign
the payment terminal to enhance the usability of NFC payments thus aiding the success
of NFC payments. As a next step, we will be designing various experience prototypes
of the NFC transaction based on the user study conducted. The prototypes will then be
evaluated to find a usable NFC transaction design.
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